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Abstract: Cloud computing is the computing that uses resources either software or hardware over the Internet. It is the computing
over the network. Today, almost every IT services are provided using this innovative technology. Cloud computing is the model that
provides convenient on demand access of various services by using shared pool of configurable computing resources. Using of such
shared pool of computing resources, this computing is targeted by various Cloud intruders, attackers and therefore exists number of
new risks and threats due to its operational dependency over the network i.e. distributed environment which has number of
vulnerabilities. In order to solve this security problem, there are number of security solution, models and schemes. This paper explains
about security issues in cloud and focuses on various kinds of attacks such as Insider Attack, Man-in-the Middle Attack, DoS Attacks.
Lastly it explains the need of effective Intrusion Detection and Prevention System in order to overcome such attacks.
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1. Introduction
Cloud computing is the latest trend and innovation of
computing. It gets its name as “cloud” due to its computing
over the Internet. This computing mainly relies on various
pools of shared resources and is configured and deployed by
using concept of Virtualization [17]. The shared pool of
resources is used as client server architecture depending on
storage and network. It works on pay as-you-use mode
between cloud service provider and cloud users. This
computing overall reduces operating cost. In September
2011, the definition and specifications of cloud computing
were standardized by the U.S. National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) [16]. NIST states that “Cloud
computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction”. Based on deployment model, cloud
computing is categorized as Private Cloud, Public Cloud,
Community Cloud and Hybrid Cloud. The services provided
in cloud computing is mainly categorized into three ways.
Firstly, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) that is providing the
customer with capability to use application, software running
in remote on demand [18]. Example: Salesforce.com,
Microsoft Azure, Zoho, etc. Secondly, Platform-as-aService(PaaS) where consumer is provided with capability to
enjoy any platform when needed [18]. Examples of such
cloud service providers are Microsoft Azure service
platform, force.com, Google App Engine, etc and Lastly,
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) that provides the consumer
with the capability to provision processing, storage, networks
when required. Examples: Amazon EC2, S3, Sun’s cloud
service, Go Grid, 3 Tera, etc [18]. The above description
explains about the cloud computing that it contains two
important end the service provider termed as Cloud Service
Provider (CSP) and Cloud User. Cloud computing has

number of advantages like cost reduction of computation,
resource sharing that may be software or hardware, time
saving, etc. But still this type of computing mainly rely on
network for its working and it is well known that there are
number of vulnerabilities like hardware, software or protocol
vulnerability in the network. This results in many security
and privacy problem as the cloud data are present and
accessed using various intermediate servers working in
distributive environment. Security issues such as
Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, Availability and
Trust [6][8] are the major concern in this type of computing.
The next section of the paper describes about some popular
attacks and IDS.

2. Attack in Cloud
Security of data in cloud is one of the major issues which acts
as an obstacle in the implementation of cloud computing. To
ensure adequate security in cloud computing, various security
issues, such as authentication, data confidentiality and
integrity, and non-repudiation, all need to be taken into
account.
a) Insider Attack
The insider attack is the attack that occurs due to the
authentication problem and privileged authority. It is a kind
of intruder that acts like genuine or authorized object [13]. In
this kind of attack, an attacker can be passive entity that is
present inside the system and steals confidential credentials
and make use of it in order to perform modification and
harms the services and computation. These kinds of attacks
are very difficult to detect as the attacker acts like a
authenticate entity. The solution for such is Intrusion
Detection System.
b) Denial-of-service Attack
This type of attack is very difficult to detect. In this type of
attack, the attackers (hackers) perform some procedure to
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hinder the availability issue of security in cloud. It is done in
such a way that the attacker sends excessive message or
packets asking for authenticated request again and again,
causing flooding [21]. These packets can be any TCP or
UDP or in most cases ICMP or may be the combination of
different protocol. These kind of attacks send large packets
sometime also known as Zombies and hence result in DoS
(Denial of Service) or sometime DDoS( Distributed Denial
of Service) in cloud computing. In order to overcome this
attack there should be certain mechanism of regular
monitoring and is done by some algorithm implemented in
Intrusion Detection System.
c) Port Scanning
This type of attack firstly identifies ports that are opened. It
then retrieves certain information about services that are
running on system and hinders those services. Some common
port scanning attacks are window scanning, TCP, UDP
scanning.
d) Attacks on Virtualization
After compromising hypervisor, control of the virtual machines
in the virtual environment will be captured [1]. Zero day attacks
are one of the methods that attack virtual machines and use
hypervisor or other virtual machines to attack other virtual
machines. Zero day attacks use known vulnerabilities before
system or software developers apply patches or updates.
Multiple virtual machines use the same resource pool, especially
hardware and with this kind of access side channel data has a
chance to be captured, which flow one virtual machine to other
[12]
e) Side channel Attacks
A passive attack type in which intruders compromise a node in
the cloud and use this compromised node as a zombie resource
to execute a DDoS attack [1]. Trojans and similar structures on
the system are help to compromise the system. After
compromising system become a zombie and also data can be
reachable on the system.

3. Intrusion Detection System
An intrusion detection system (IDS) is defined as the system
that consists of any hardware or software application that is
used for detecting unwanted behavior that may occur in any
network or any computer [2]. It monitors network as well as
any system activities that may arise from any malicious
activities or policy violations.
Besides this intrusion
detection system also generates various alarm in order to
generated reports to a management station. It is mainly meant
for detecting various Passive Attacks in any network.
Intrusion detection system are implemented in variety of
ways such as Host-Based IDS, Network based IDS, Hybrid
IDS, etc.
a) Intrusion Detection Techniques
IDS are classified into two broad categories. These
classifications are according to various approaches that are
used to detect the abnormal behaviour. The detailed
explanation of these is techniques are illustrated below:

Anomaly based intrusion detection system: Anomalybased intrusion detection (ABID) systems flag as anomalous
observed activities that that behave differently than the
defined normal behaviour of the system. This system
basically works by detecting the processes deviating from the
expected behaviour or the nodes behaving abnormally. The
other name used for ABID systems is behaviour-based
intrusion detection. The process of modelling the normal
behaviour of network nodes is known as training. The model
additionally goes about as a profile of client or system
conduct. A profile comprises of data about the arrangement
of parameters which are particularly equipped to the target
being checked. Testing for interruption includes analysis of
the typical conduct model inferred throughout the preparation
stage with the current model of the system or clients.
Knowledge based intrusion detection system: Knowledge
based intrusion detection systems keep up an information
base that holds marks or examples of well-known attacks and
searches for these examples trying to discover them. KBID
relies on knowledge about attacks so anything not explicitly
recognized as an attack based on existing knowledge is
declared as nonintrusive or acceptable. However, the case of
an event or a series of events that has degraded the network
performance can be identified as an unknown attack because
it does not match the existing rules of attacks, and the system
can update the knowledge base by adding a certain new rules
or policies. Some KBID systems use expert systems for
intrusion detection. An expert system maintains the
knowledge of known attacks in a knowledge base in the form
of a set of rules. Captured audit data from a monitoring
network are translated into facts and then an inference engine
uses these facts and rules present in the knowledge base to
detect a malicious activity in the network.

4. Related Work
The paper [1] defines various different attack types, which
affect the availability, confidentiality and integrity of
resources and services in cloud computing environment.
Additionally, the paper also introduces related intrusion
detection models to identify and prevent these types of
attacks. It mainly gives the survey of various IDS model used
together with different attacks they focus on for its working.
The paper [2] gives about an intrusion detection system th
at is used to detect the attacks efficiently by using anomaly
based approach in IDS. It explains about importance to
detect attacks at a beginning stage in order to reduce their
impacts. This research work proposed a new approach called
outlier detection where, the anomaly dataset is measured by
the Neighborhood Outlier Factor (NOF). Here, trained model
consists of big datasets with distributed storage environment
for improving the performance of Intrusion Detection system.
The paper[3], proposed encryption algorithm Hybrid
DESCAST has been designed to provide the security of huge,
volume of data sent through the media and the same will
remain encrypted in the cloud sever. This cipher text will be
decrypted only when the same is required to be used by the
authenticated user. Problems of individual DES and CAST
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Block Cipher Algorithm have been tackled by our proposed
encryption algorithm. Complexity and Computation time for
encryption and decryption for our proposed algorithm is
higher than the individual DES and CAST algorithm. This
paper is focused to provide security of data in cloud server,
as well as for the data while transferring from client to cloud
server and vice versa.

both types of technique. An Intrusion Detection System
should also contain some prevention schemes based on the
knowledge gather during various attacks in cloud in history.
It is clear from the study that attacks mainly passive attacks
are very difficult to identify and hence a better and effective
some hybrid IDS could be the solution for such problem.
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